
REDEFINING THE NATURE OF WORK Research and testing prove that people are more creative and productive when they use the outdoors 
as a part of their work environment. Below are guidelines and easy steps to follow to go Ozadi today.

COMMON WORK ACTIVITIES E-R-WDESCRIPTION 4-Cs Functions 5 Types of Work

We all have material to read that improves our ability to 
work. Using the right outdoor environment facilitates 
maximum focus for reading.

Processing email is a daily activity that doesn’t always 
require a WIFI connection. Minimal distraction makes 
email processing more productive.

Historically, authors, artists and creatives have gone 
into nature for inspiration. Nature’s calming effect and 
unexpected stimuli brings fresh perspective.

Taking a call or holding a meeting outside invigorates 
conversation. 

Studies prove that nature stimulates creativity. Adding 
a few colleagues during an idea generation session 
multiplies the quantity and quality of thinking.

Ever wonder why being outside just feels good?  
Scientific studies show that a daily walk in a nature 
reduces stress and lowers one’s heart rate. 

Co-working spaces offer individual workers the bene-
fits of the group dynamic. Invite those who don’t work 
with you to join your next work session outdoors.

The Ozadi Method of working outdoors frees people from the ineffective conventions of office work, improving productivity,  
creativity, and health. Find out how to work outdoors and go Ozadi today. Contact us here. Review research here and here.
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READ: Books, articles, 
whitepapers, blogs

EMAIL: Read, respond, file, 
delete, generate

WRITING: Creative, blogs, 
non-fiction, whitepapers

WALKING MEETINGS: 
Group, phone, one on one

BRAINSTORMING: 
Groups, individual, team

BREAK (Walk or Sit): 
De-stress, contemplation

CO–WORKING: Shared 
office workspace 
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